LOWRANCE SCHOOL
DRESS CODE REMINDERS

POLO SHIRT:
- Should have collar
- Insignias should be smaller than a quarter
- Shirt should be of SOLID COLOR.
- NO Stripes or Multiple Colors

Pants should be plain and without leg pockets. NO cargo pants.

Socks should be: white, black, gray, blue or khaki. Socks should NOT have any stripes

Belt should be a SOLID black or brown.

Cargo Pants have multiple leg pockets. This is NOT ALLOWED

This is considered a Leg Pocket

This is considered a Leg Pocket

This is considered a Leg Pocket

Cargo Pants are NOT ALLOWED

DRESS CODE REMINDER RECORD
* Parents please sign as an indication of receipt and have child return to teacher the following day.

STUDENT NAME: ________________________________ GR. _______ DATE: __________

TEACHER WHO ISSUED REMINDER: ___________________________ Office Logged: __________

PARENT SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________________________ DATE: __________